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Abstract. A denotationaf semantics for the A-calculus is described. The semantics is cotinuation- 
based, and so reflects the order in which expressions are evaluated. It provides a means by which 
lazy functional languages can be better understood. 
This note presents a novel denotational semantics for the A-calculus. It provides 
a mathematical model for the lazy evaluation strategy [l, 3] for executing functional 
programs, used in such languages as it [2] and PI]. 
It is well-known that purely functional programming languages have their origins 
in the A-calculus. This calculus can be given a denotational semantics which, in its 
usual form [9], is particularly simple: it is a standard semantics [7,9] and does not 
involve continuations; indeed, it does not even model the store. Even so, it is possible 
to distinguish between call-by-value and call-by-name, by whether or not function 
application is strict. However, call-by-name and call-by-need [ 121 are indistinguish- 
able, and, more generally, all information about the order of evaluation is lost. 
Thus, for a better understanding of lazy functional languages, it is desirable to have 
a second semantics that addresses such issues. (This note is based upon the work 
presented in [S]. In functional programming with side-eB2cts [S, 61 the order of 
evaluation is particularly important.) 
There are two aspects to the lazy evaluation strategy: 
(i) the arguments to function calls are evaluated at most once, and then only if 
their values are required, giving call-by-need as opposed to call-by-name or call-by- 
value semantics, and 
(ii) this Sazy approach also extends to the components of data structur 
exa.kmple, valuation of the head E, and the tail E2 of (COW El &) are 
they arc needed. 
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We shall capture this in the denotational style. 
We first give the syntax of a simple programming language (h-notation with 
primitives). This is followed by the semantic domains and equations. 
2.1. Syntactic categories 
There are three syntactic categories, which are shown with their meta-variables 
in the following table: 
identifiers 
primitives 
expressions 
2.2. Syntax 
The language has the following abstract syntax: 
E::=xlpl EE 1hx.E 
We shall assume that primitives include booleans, numbers, nil and cons, arith- 
metic a&-d conditional operators, and various comlinators [IO]. 
Lazy evaluation involves the reduction of expressions to weak head normal form 
[a]. An expression is in this form if it is 
(i) a boolean, number or nil, 
(ii) (cons E, E2), or 
(iii) a A-abstractiJn (Ax. E) or a partially applied function 
(PE,... E,,), n c arity[pIj. 
For example, the expression (( hx.add x x)( sub 3 2)) reduces to the weak head normal 
form 2 as follows: 
(Axadd xx)(sub 3 2)+add(sub 3 2)(sub 3 2) 
*add 11 
In performing the sequence of reductions, an implementation will evaluate the 
expression (sub 3 2) only once. The evaluation of this expression takes place as 
soon as the value of the first argument of add is required. 
In practice, expression evaluation is driven by a printing routine. An expression 
is first reduced to weak head normal form. In case (i) above, this value can be 
is evaluated an rinted, followed by the tail; case 
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Our semantic functions will be base on the following domains: 
basic values, 
answers, 
locations, 
environments, 
stores, 
continuations, 
expression continuations, 
closures, 
expressed values, 
stored values. 
Observe that the three kinds of weak head normal form correspond to the three 
v. The output from the printing routine is modelled by the values 
can be thought of as representing unevaluated expressions. 
2.4. Auxiliary functions 
The functions new and wrong are fairly standard. new: re-, Lot allocates a 
new location from the store. That is, it satisfies a(new LT) e. The continuation 
wrong is defined by wrong-a = (error, a). 
The printing routine is modelled by the expression continuation print, where 
oc) + hu.((cons A, AZ): Us) 
where (q, a*) = e 
(A,, u,)=forcea, printcT 
(AZ, Us) =&force cy2 print cm ;
0) + wrong. 
(The function force is defined in the next section.) ThciT are three cases to consider: 
(1) If print is applied to a basic value, then that value is printed, leaving the store 
unchanged. 
(2) If print is applied to a pair of locations (a,, a2), then t 
at cq is evaluated and printed. The state of the store than 
process. Finally, evaluation and riming continues fro is leaves th;: store 
in some new state 0,. 
print is applied to a functio 
t printing continues eden w 
gives rise to an error. For example, the 
is ( . 
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2.5. Semantic fiinctions 
The valuation % is defined in terms of the functions force, CaB and 9, w 
evaluation of the contents of locations in the store, apply functions to t 
and give meaning to the primitives of the language, respectively. 
The purpose of an expression continuation K is to model the rest of a computation 
once an expression has been reduced to weak head normal form. Thus, if the 
expressed value E corresponds to the weak head normal form of an expression E, 
and the store changes from CT to a’ during the evaluation of E, then %‘[Elprccr = K&d. 
For our language, a typical computation will be g[E]po~o~o where ~~ =print. E 
is the expression to be evaluated (and printed); p. is the arid environment, in which 
no variables have been declared (and so no variables should occur free in E); cr, 
is the empty store, in which all locations are free. 
The valuation 8’ : Ex t-, Cant is defined by 
The following is an opcraticnal interpretation of this definition: 
(1) If ‘8 is applied to an identifier x3 then the location associated with x can be 
determined from the environment and the expression stored at that locaticn 
evaluated. 
(2) If % is applied to a primitive, then the expression continuation can be applied 
to the value of this primitive. 
(3) If 8 is applied to a combination (E, E,), then E, can be evaluated and the 
resulting function applied to EZ. This is called normal order reduction. For eager 
functional languages, applicative order reduction is used, in which E2 is evaluated 
first. Applicative order reduction of a particular expression (El E2) can be achieved 
in lazy languages by annotating the expression with the combinator strict, that is, 
(strict E, E7). 
(4) If 8 is applied to a A-abstraction, then the expression continuation can be 
applied to the function denoted by this abstraction. 
The functionJ’orce models the propagation of demand to a location a! in the store. 
We define force: t bY 
f Orce QK = Ac.case o-cu of 
E:K&(T 
V: VK’(&{C~WlOt_lsei.!l 
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by forcing a closure s”lored at cy, the contents v of a are replaced by E. This method 
implements lazy evaluation because, once v has been replaced by E, demands ent 
to a! simply return E. Note that during the computation of 8, a is marked as 
which makes it possible to trap “silly recursions”, such as (Y (add I)). 
The expression continuation SQE~PK takes a function and applies it to E. (In 
fact, E gets stored as a closure, and only its location is supplied to the function.) 
where a = new (r 
c#= oO{fW+ %JEjp}, 
wrong. 
In [5], a slightly more complicated definition of ~4 is useid, which takes care to 
avoid storing a closure in the case that E is an identifier. 
Finally, we define the valuation 9 : Prim-, Ev for a representative selection of 
primitives: 
Bftrue] = true, 
Pl[nil] = nil, 
f?[not] = kuK.for@e CY (hw E OOb K(T), WrOng), 
.P[head] = ACYK.fOrCea! (A&.& E(bcX Lot)+ 
force a i K where (ar , , az) = E, 
wr@w), 
qvn = Aaxforce it (ACE E (Low Clo) + 
Amforce a’ K d 
where cy’ = new u 
tT’=u@(a’-&CY’}, 
wrong). 
This last equation provides a semantic definition of Turner’s efficient circular version 
of the Paradoxical Combinator Y [IO]. 
Other primitives which take more than one argument are curried9 that is, they 
take their arguments one at a time: 
p[consn = A~K.K(COIIS (.u), P[addJ = AcYK.K(~~ a), 
CP[div] = AaK.K( diu a ), Pustrict] = AaK.K(WiCt ~a! ), 
i??[if] = AaK.K(if CY), 
etc., where 
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div = Aa,a*rc.force a, (h&,.&l E 
46 + 4, 
Wro%), 
wrong), 
strict = Aa,a2K.force cy2 (kfotre cq (he, .q E( 
El a2K, 
WOW)), 
if = Aa,azK.K(if’ a, a~), 
if’ = ha,a2a3K.fome a, (ACE E 
(E + force a2 K, force a3 K), 
wrong). 
In Section 2.2, we demonstrated how an expression can be evaluated by means 
of a syntactic process called reduction. We are now in a position to give an example 
of evaluation from a semantic point of view. Thus, 
8[not tfUe~poKoCQ where ~~ = print 
= ~[[n~t]aOKOul where a0 = new cro and q = co@{ao- i%[true]po} 
= force aOK2(T, where K~ + KO(lF), Wrong 
e u3 where o3 = u& {I row true} 
nonoperatio4 formal description of laziness has been presented. It is in 
contrast to the usual (operational) treatment of lazy functional languages. For 
r compiling such languages into code for a stack 
s for the machine. 
es of call-by-nee in our semantic 
ese are often 
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denotational semantics of imperative languages.) e resulting cfenotational seman- 
tics for the A-calculus is rather complicated, but remains a standard semantics. The 
suggestion in [7, p. 2751 is that it might not be possible to treat calf-by-need in this 
way. 
It should also be pointed out that our semantics was designed to be as abstract 
as possible, rather than to be suitable for direct implementation. ht does, however, 
contain precise information about th.e o er of evaluation that may be of use to an 
implementor. 
This work would not have been possible without the help and In ragement of 
Michael Goldsmith and Richard Bird. The financial support of I and of the 
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